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3 Pohland. P. (1972) ‘Participant Observation as a Research Methodology’ in Studies in Art Education, Vol.13 
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4 While also a general Heideggerian term, this can be attributed to Gabriel Marcel (1889-1973). 
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9 An Indian tradition where classical musicians play an all-night concert into the next day as the audience 
listens with them. Often performed outside, ‘music marathons’ provide insight into subtle cultural differences 
between East and West; emphasis is on the gradual development of the music over many hours and this 
requires a longer attention span and willingness to flow with the music as it meanders and wanders. 
 
10 I went to India to find my maternal Grandmother’s house in Goa, leading to the visit to South India where I 
joined the Bharanatyam (South Indian classical dance) and Music School. 
 

























                                                        
12 I was encouraged to play at Fence Collective gigs and featured on Fence CDR compilations.		
 
13 After the Beta Band, Anderson, Maclean and Jones formed The Aliens in 2006. I recorded vocals for two of 
their albums and made two UK tours as the opening act. Gordon’s twin brother Een, a songwriter and luthier, 
















                                                        
14 The Tiny Vinyl Series was a typically ‘Fence Collective’ style affair; a double A side featuring one original song 
each and one reworking of a song by another songwriter in the series. I covered a song by King Creosote and 















                                                        
15 Foster. J., digital drawing made at Beyond Perception ’15, Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC), Aberdeenshire, 
hosted by the University of Aberdeen, 1st-4th September 2015. 
	



























                                                        
17 Lacy, S., Jacoby, A. & Johnson, C. The roof is on fire (1993-94) part of The Oakland Projects (1991-2001). 
 

























                                                        






















































































































                                                        
20 Lacy, S. (ed.) (1995) ‘Cultural pilgrimages and metaphoric journeys’ in Mapping the terrain: New genre public 
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23 Ingold, T. (2010) The Perception of the Environment: Essays in Livelihood, Dwelling and Skill. Oxon: 
Routledge. 
 























                                                        
Ingold, T. (2013) Making: Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture. Oxon: Routledge. 
 
24 Beyond Perception ’15 was held at Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC), Aberdeenshire, hosted by the University 
of Aberdeen, 1st-4th September 2015.  
 
25 The symposium addressed and debated the influence of anthropologist Tim Ingold’s work over the past 
fifteen years since the first publication of ‘Perception of the Environment’ in 2000. Five themes were covered: 
i) Humans, Animals, Environment; ii) Sensibilities Beyond Science; iii) Experience, Education; iv) Creativity, 























                                                        
26 The ‘blind drawing’ workshop explored approaches to drawing, gesture, observation and movement. 
 
27 Dewey, J. (2005) Art as Experience. New York: The Berkeley Publishing Group. 
28 Mesle, Robert., C. (2008) Process-Relational Philosophy: An Introduction to Alfred North Whitehead. West 





















                                                        
29 Sharp. V. (2018) Sound Lines (Episodes 1 – 4) (Online) First broadcast: (1) The Tropic of Capricorn 11th 
September 2018, (2) Equator 18th September 2018, (3) 33 Degrees North 25th September 2018, (4) The Arctic 
Circle 2nd October 2018. Available at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m000mjk (Accessed 11th May - 17th 
November 2019). 
 
30 Pop, I. (2014) Iggy Pop’s BBC Music John Peel Lecture (Online) First broadcast 26th December 2014. Available 
at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04lcj6z (Accessed 16th January 2015). 
 
31 Lessons from A Rockstar: Peter Gabriel in conversation with Alain de Botton hosted by The School of Life, The 
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33 Kester, Grant, H. (2004) ‘The Eyes of the Vulgar’ in Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in 
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35 2nd International Conference on Music and Consciousness, Faculty of Music, University of Oxford, 14th-17th 
April 2015, and Performing Knowledge, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 25th-26th April 2016. 
 
36 Redmond, L. (2018) When the Drummers Were Women. Brattleboro, Vermont: Echo Point Books & Media. 
 
37 Widess, R. (2013) ‘Schemas and Improvisation in Indian Classical Music’ in Kempson, R., Howes, C., Orwin, 






















                                                        
38 Research Through Design, Cambridge, 25th – 27th March 2015. 
 
I was one of a team of six ‘scribes’ from multi-disciplinary backgrounds including creative writing, ceramics, 
drawing, design technology and music to document conference proceedings. To be discussed further within 
the main text. 
 
Following the conference, I co-authored an article juxtaposing the scribe team’s sketchnotes, analysis and 
anecdotes of our experience: Wallace, J., Rogers, J., Foster, J., Kingsley, S., Koulidou, N., Shorter, E., Shorter, 

























                                                        
39 Artistic Research: Is There Some Method? Academy of Performing Arts, Prague, 7th-9th April 2016. 
40 ‘Kintsugi’ is the Japanese art of mending broken pottery with gold; the philosophy behind these ‘repairs’ 
speaks of the separation and union of the part and the whole. 
 

























































                                                        
42 Although ‘Trout Lake’ is used on this map as the English translation of ‘Sambaa K’e’, throughout this thesis I 
will use ‘Sambaa K’e’ as the Slavey name has now been re-instated by the Dene community.   
 
43 North American Bird Conservation Initiative (2018) Stories from the Field. Summer Newsletter (Online) 























                                                        
44 The Dene community of Sambaa K’e numbered ninety-two in 2014. 
 
45 Sambaa K’e lake and the Boreal Forest surrounding it have been home to the Dene since time immemorial, 
however the community made permanent residence on one side of the lake following Canadian government 
intervention in the 1950’s to ‘settle’ the indigenous nomadic peoples of Northern Canada. The Sambaa K’e 











































































                                                        
46 Foster, J., digital drawing, January, 2019. 
 
47 Lomax, Y. (2005) Sounding the event: Escapades in dialogue and matters of nature. London: I.B.Tauris, p.4.  
 




















things;	the	undocumented movements, gestures, atmospheres and emotions that hold and 
shape activity.	Threads	of	interplay	between	one	and	other	-	an	invisibility	of	
relationship.	
                                                        
49 Collins English Dictionary (1994) 3rd Updated Edition. Glasgow: Harper Collins. 
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50 Foster, J., digital drawing, April, 2016; after seeing the painting ‘Woman Embroidering’ (1817) by Polish artist 
Georg Friedrich Kersting. I was struck by the light in the painting; like a Vermeer, with the open window, the 
woman’s activity could not be removed from the space in which she was working. There was a relationship 
between her contemplation and the quality of light coming through the window. In my drawing, I have drawn 























                                                        
51 Rancière, J. & Elliot, G. (2009) The Emancipated Spectator. London: Verso, p.15. 
 
52 Lomax, Y. (2005) Sounding the event: Escapades in dialogue and matters of nature. London: I.B.Tauris, p.6. 
 
53 Long, R., speaking at Beyond Perception ’15, Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC), Aberdeenshire, hosted by the 













                                                        
54 Foster, J., digital drawing, 2016. 
 












                                                        
56 Merleau-Ponty, M. (1945) quoting Cezanne, P. in ‘Essays on Paintings: Cezanne’s Doubt’ in Sense and non-
sense. Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern, p.67. 
 

























                                                        











                                                        
59 Foster, J., digital drawing showing life informing music practice and music practice projecting back into life; 
inspired by a drawing by Tim Ingold at Beyond Perception ’15, Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC), Aberdeenshire, 
hosted by the University of Aberdeen, 1st-4th September 2015. 
 
60 Rogers, P. (2002) (trans.) Awakenings, by Gabriel Marcel (Gabriel Marcel’s Autobiography) Milwaukee: 
























                                                        
61 Bourdieu, P. (1977) Outline of a Theory of Practice. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp.159-197. 
 
























                                                        
63 Ingold, T. (2010) Perception of the Environment: Essays in Livelihood, Dwelling and Skill. Oxon: Routledge, 
p.162. 
 
64 Renwick, G. (2002) Spatial Determinism in the Canadian North: a theoretical overview and practice-based 
response, citing Fuller, B. (PhD Thesis) Dundee: University of Dundee Press. 
 










                                                        
66 Polyani, M. (2009) Tacit Dimension. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul. 
 
67 Foster, J., digital drawing made during a talk by Sheila Guymer: ‘Performer’s Analysis and Genre: researching 
performers’ use of tacit and explicit knowledge’ at Performing Knowledge, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 25th-
26th April 2016. Guymer referred to Harry Collins’ tripartite model of tacit knowledge. 
 

























                                                        



















                                                        
70 Macfarlane, R. (2008) I walk therefore I am. (Online) First published 30th August 2008. Available at: 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2008/aug30/scienceand nature.travel (Accessed 7th September 2019). 
 
71 Shepherd, N. (2011) The Living Mountain Edinburgh: Canongate. 
 
72 Shepherd, N. The Living Mountain quoted by Wiggins, R. (2017) in Mudpath (Online) Available at: 
https://mudpath.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/walking-thus-hour-after-hour-the-senses-keyed-one-walks-the-
flesh-transparaent-nan-shepherd (Accessed 2nd December 2019). 
 
73 Kenyon, S., speaking at Being in Place: The Highs and Lows of Sited Practice. University of Dundee, 24th-25th 
November, 2016. 
 
74 McKenna, T., in conversation with Foster, J., discussing French astronomer and hot air balloonist Nicolas 

























                                                        
75 Beyond Perception ’15, Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC), Aberdeenshire, hosted by the University of 























                                                        
76 Foster, J., photographs of the ‘Gathering Hall’, Sambaa K’e, NWT, Canada, May 2014. 
 
77 As an appreciator of ‘indie’ (independent) music, Renwick expressed keen interest in my practice as a singer-
songwriter and performer. 
 

























                                                        
79 The Sambaa K’e Dene Elders took the collective decision to become a ‘dry’ community (where alcohol use is 
prohibited) following issues with alcohol in neighbouring Dene settlements. As a result, coffee was the drink of 
choice with a make-your-own coffee bar available in the community centre. 
 
80 An association between Scottish and Dene cultures dates back several centuries when Scottish emigres and 
explorers (such as Alexander Mackenzie 1764-1820, who the Mackenzie River is named after) began to trade 


























                                                        
81 Foster, J., montage of photographs and musical recordings of the ‘Music and Coffee’ evenings at Sambaa 

























                                                        
82 Floating between worlds in the middle of Sambaa K’e lake, links to David Abram’s experience one evening in 
Bali, when he saw the reflection of the milky way in the pools of water between the rice paddy fields where he 
was standing. With hundreds of fireflies whirring all around, their light also reflecting in the water; the 
combination of stars, reflection and fireflies produced in Abram the feeling that he was ‘falling through space. 
I was no longer simply beneath the sky, but also above it – the immediate impression was of weightlessness. 
Falling, floating and drifting.’ Abram, D. (1997) The Spell of the Sensuous: perception and language in a more-















                                                        
83 Music is the Music Language was the title of a two-day music festival organised by DIY promoters Cry Parrot 
and Tracer Trails, held at SWG3, Glasgow, 3rd-4th September 2011. 
 
84 Jumbo, M., in conversation with Foster, J. Sambaa K’e, NWT, Canada, 18th May 2014.  
 
Marilyn Jumbo ran the only food store in Sambaa K’e; speaking face to face about music facilitated 
conversation so that we were able to talk openly. 
 

























                                                        
86 There will be further detail about the ‘Sambaa K’e Community Gardening Project’ in ‘Return to Sambaa K’e’. 
 
























                                                        
88 Jumbo, D., in conversation with Foster, J. Sambaa K’e, NWT, Canada, 20th May 2014. 
 
89 Foster, J., photograph of Chief Dolphus Jumbo on his boat travelling towards the centre of Sambaa K’e lake 
with Foster, J. NWT, Canada, May 2014. 
 














































































































                                                        
92 Foster, J., digital drawing made during the 2nd International Conference on Music and Consciousness, Faculty 
of Music, University of Oxford, 14th-17th April 2015. 
 
93 Pinkola-Estes, C. (2008) Women Who Run with The Wolves: Contacting the power of the Wild Woman 
London: Rider, p.24. 
 


















                                                        
95 Keren, T. & Makangu, J. (2017) Musical recording of Makangu, J. (aka Zenga the Titan) MC-ing with Keren, T. 
(aka fnuf) on beatbox, guitar and fluegelhorn. Glasgow: Harvestree Sessions. 
 
96 Crossley, N. (2013) ‘Mead, Merleau-Ponty and embodied communication’ in Journal of Pragmatics 5. 
Manchester: University of Manchester Press, pp.39-51.  
 
97 Whittle, A. (2019) How Flexible Can We Make The Mouth (Exhibition) Dundee Contemporary Arts, 14th 
September – 24th November 2019. Attended in person 21st October 2019. 
 
98 Whittle, A. (2019) Between A Cry and A Whisper (Film) Margaret Tait Award Commission 2018/19. 
 
99 Dundee Contemporary Arts (2019) Booklet published on the occasion of the exhibition by Whittle, A. How 





















                                                        




102 Foster, J. & Keren, T. (2018) Musical recording of Keren, T., and Foster, J., singing and clapping, building 















                                                        
103 One of the first females in American history to establish an academic career in philosophy, interestingly 
Langer undertook her bachelor’s degree under the tutorage of Alfred North Whitehead at Radcliffe College, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, from 1916-1920. 
 
104 The Editors of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (2019) Suanne K Langer: American Philosopher and Educator. 
(Online) Available at: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Susanne-K-Langer#ref222446 (Accessed 16th 
November 2019). 
 
105 Foster, J., digital drawing made of a theory by American philosopher Susanne K Langer discussed during 
Performing Knowledge, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 25th-26th April 2016. 
 
106 Jay, M. (1994) Downcast Eyes. Berkeley: University of California Press, pp.589-590.  
 
Jay discusses the contrast between the dominant western philosophic tradition, inherited from the Greeks, 





















                                                        
“in the Beginning was the Word…”). The contrast is to do with the idea of vision objectifying the world and 
hence separating us from it, and sound, by which the world enters into us and we project into it in an act of 
reciprocity. 
 
107 A classical Indian paired percussion instrument consisting of a rounded copper ‘durga’ and rosewood 
‘tabla’, tuned drums corresponding to the left and right hands. 
 
108 Kalanguta, V., in conversation with Foster. J. Tollcross community centre, Edinburgh, 2006. 
 





















                                                        
110 A ‘frame-drum’ is a hoop-shaped drum with a diameter greater than its depth, for example a tambourine. 
Handheld frame drums are among the oldest known musical instruments; depicted with female players in 
Egyptian murals, Greek vase painting and Mesopotamian stone carving. 
 
111 Redmond, L. (2002) Layne Redmond: Tambourine Lesson (Online) Available at:  
https://youtu.be/OIBxrpelaUE (Accessed 16th November 2019). 
 
112 Goldenseedmusic (2012) When The Drummers Were Women with Layne Redmond (Online) First published 





















                                                        
113 Jay, M. (1994) Downcast Eyes Berkeley: University of California Press, pp.589-590.  
 
114 Tate (2016) Who Is Susan Philipsz? (Online) https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-













                                                        
115 Foster, J., digital drawing following in the footsteps of Paul Klee’s well-known expression ‘taking a line for a 
walk’, May 2016.  
 
116 Christine Tootoo is an indigenous Inuit woman from Rankin Inlet, a Nunavut Territory of Northern Canada. 
 
117 Tootoo, C., in conversation with Sharp, V. Sound Lines. (Episode 4) The Arctic. BBC Sounds (Online) First 






















                                                        
118 Sub-zero Winter temperatures can reach minus 50 Celsius. Animals the Dene hunted during Fall become 
the primary source of nutrition and are also used to make moccasins, jackets, gloves and other essential items. 
 
119 Sharp, V., Sound Lines. (Episode 4) The Arctic. BBC Sounds (Online) First broadcast 6th October 2018. 
Available at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/ m0000mjk (Accessed 11th May 2019). 
 
120 Chatwin, B. (1988) The Songlines. London: Pan Books, p.58. 
 
121 Lansman, U., quoted by Burke, K. The Sami Yoik. University of Texas (Online) Available at: 





















                                                        





124 McEwan, J. (2018) Why Raising Your Vibration Increases Serendipity. TEDx University of Brighton. (Online) 





























                                                        
127 Barthes, R. (1972) ‘The Grain of the Voice’ quoted by Lentjes, R. in Against The Grain: The Essence of Voices 
(Online) Available at: https://van-us.atavist.com/against-the-grain (Accessed 17th November 2019). 
 
128 Musicologist Nina Sun Eidsheim states that vocalised sound is focused on action or gesture; quoted by 
Lentjes, R. in Against The Grain: The Essence of Voices (Online) Available at: https://van-














                                                        
129 Foster, J., digital drawing, January 2019. 
 
130 Foster, J. (2017) Musical recording of Macdonald, L. (steel string guitar, harmonica and voice) and Foster, J. 
(voice and percussion) with an interpretation of Freight Train composed by Elizabeth Cotton between 1906-






















                                                        
131 Abram, D. (1996) The Spell of the Sensuous New York: Vintage, p.28. 
 
132 Lehmann, W.P. (1986) A Gothic Etymological Dictionary. Leiden, Netherlands: Brill, p.157. 
 
133 Icelandic spell book of ‘sigils’ i.e. drawn symbols considered to have magical power. 
 
















                                                        
135 McEwan, J. Why Raising Your Vibration Increases Serendipity. TEDx University of Brighton. (Online) 
Available at: https://youtu.be/SLSsqC17NIE (Accessed 18th August 2018). 
 
136 Foster, J., digital drawing made during a talk by Livio Marcaletti: ‘Correcting prosodic errors in 18th and 19th 
Century vocal music: singers’ implicit knowledge vs composers’ notation’ at Performing Knowledge, Emmanuel 
College, Cambridge, 25th-26th April 2016. 
 














particularly interested in the emotive and psychological properties of sound and how it can 










                                                        
138 Ibid. 
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141 Jumbo, D., in conversation with Foster, J. Sambaa K’e, NWT, Canada, 5th June 2014. 
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142 Foster, J., digital drawing made during Dundee Commons Festival, Dundee, 24th-30th August 2015.  
 
As a co-organiser of Dundee Commons Festival, activities, talks and workshops were based around the idea of 
‘a commons’ i.e. a piece of land held in common use; not owned by anyone but used by everyone. We invited 
speakers to debate ‘the commons’ and this sketchnote was made when people were discussing ownership as a 
relatively new concept resulting from western models of commerce. Further information about the festival is 
available at: https://dundeecommonsfestival.wordpress.com/welcome/about  
 
143 ‘Bars’ are lines of lyrics that a rapper (also known as an MC) has either written or will often ‘freestyle’ (i.e. 
improvise live) over music. 
 
144 Tobar an Dualchais (Kist’o’Riches) is a Gaelic/Scottish online archive of oral recordings from the 1930’s 
(songs, stories, music, poetry and factual information) made both in Scotland and further afield. (Online) 
























                                                        
145 Foster, J., archival research made at Scottish Fisheries Museum, Anstruther, between May and July 2015. 
 
146 Ono, Y., speaking during an artist’s talk given for Ono’s exhibition: Odyssey of a Cockroach, Institute of 























                                                        
147 Whittle, A. (2019) Between A Cry and A Whisper (Film) Margaret Tait Award Commission 2018/19. 
 
148 ‘Limbo’ can be connected to the histories of slavery where original iterations of these performances were 
enacted in 19th Century Trinidad to symbolise slaves entering the cramped galleys of a ship, or spirits crossing 
over into the afterlife. Translated to popular culture, there remains a ‘rite of passage’ to the limbo dance that 















                                                        
149 Foster, J., digital drawing made during a piano lecture-recital by Naomi Woo: ‘“…at the limit”: an étude in 
possible impossibility’ at Performing Knowledge, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 25th-26th April 2016. 
 
150 Heraclitus, 544 BC. 
 
151 My own experience of embedding songs within my body and memory through repetition is echoed in the 






















                                                        
152 Sennett, R. (2008) The Craftsman. London: Allen Lane, p.41. 
 
153 Denning, H., in conversation with Foster, J., St Andrews, Fife, 12th August 2018. Denning is an English 
Literature graduate of St Andrews University. 
 
154 Ibid.  
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155 Foster, J., digital drawing made during a piano lecture-recital by Naomi Woo: ‘“…at the limit”: an étude in 
possible impossibility’ at Performing Knowledge, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 25th-26th April 2016. 
 
156 Foster, J. (2019) Musical recording of Foster, J., playing a repetitive chord structure on the piano with the 
























                                                        
157 Sadhguru, Vasudev, J. (2019) The Doorway of Memory. Sadhguru YouTube (Online) Available at: 
https://youtu.be/bILGsMrwF40 (Accessed 6th August 2019). 
 
158 Clarke, E., in conversation with Foster, J., during 2nd International Conference of Music and Consciousness. 
Faculty of Music, University of Oxford, 14th-17th April 2015. Discussion of ‘inner hearing’ in which music is 
embodied through ongoing practice. Clarke is Heather Professor of Music at Oxford University. 
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159 Foster, J., digital drawing made during Performing Knowledge, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 25th-26th 
April 2016. 
 
160 Foster, J. (2017) Musical recordings of composition Warm at Night by Foster, J. Examples of development 
through repetition in different settings; (i) initial idea in a corridor, (ii) trying out keyboards with Keren, T. on 





















                                                        
161 Performing Knowledge Conference, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 25th-26th April 2016. 
 
162 Faultless. M. (2016) ‘Open Rehearsal and Performance with Margaret Faultless and the Cambridge 
University Collegium Musicum’ programme hand-out at Performing Knowledge Conference, Emmanuel College, 
















                                                        
165 Foster, J., digital drawings made during an open rehearsal by Faultless, M., Performing Knowledge 





















                                                        
166 Monk, T. S. (1957) ‘Round Midnight’ on the album Thelonious Himself. New York: Riverside Records. 
 
167 ‘Eurythmics’ derives from Greek origin meaning ‘good rhythm’. 
 
168 Bachmann, M. L. (1991) Dalcroze Today: An Education Through and into Music. Clarendon Press, p136. 
 
169 Hambling, M. (1990) Making their Mark: Six Artists on Drawing. (Episode 3) BBC (Online) First broadcast 6th 
August 1990. Available at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p02t7k03/making-their-mark-six-artists-on-
























                                                        
170 Marhaug. L., in conversation with Sharp. V. Sound Lines. (Episode 4) The Arctic. BBC Sounds (Online) First 













                                                        
171 Gabriel, P., in conversation with de Botton, A. Lessons from a Rock Star. School of Life, London, 13th May 
2016. Attended in person. 
 
172 Foster, J., digital drawing made during Performing Knowledge, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 25th-26th 
April 2016. 
 
173 Gabriel, P., in conversation with de Botton, A. Lessons from a Rock Star. School of Life, London, 13th May 





























                                                        
174 Sennett, R. (2008) The Craftsman. London: Allen Lane, pp.41-42. 
 
175 Keren, T. & Makangu, J. (2017) Musical recording of Foster, J., Keren, T., Macdonald, L., Makangu, J., Phipps, 








































                                                        
176 Foster. J., digital drawing made during the 2nd International Conference on Music and Consciousness, Faculty 
























                                                        
177 Ackroyd, N., in conversation with Macfarlane, R. Only Artists: Norman Ackroyd Meets Robert Macfarlane. 
(Series 6, Episode 1) BBC Radio Four (Online) First broadcast: 17th October 2018. Available at: 























                                                        
178 Foster, J., photograph, For Fika Sake, Coffee Shop, Glasgow, 20th August 2017. 
 
179 Foster, J., photograph, campfire jam, V in the Park Music Festival, Balloch O’ Dee Campsite, Kirkcowan, 
Dumfries and Galloway, 6th- 9th July 2018. 
 

























                                                        
181 De Certeau, M., trans. Rendall, S. (1984) ‘Walking in the City’ (Ch.7) in The Practice of Everyday Life. 















                                                        
182 Gabriel, P., in conversation with de Botton, A. Lessons from a Rock Star. School of Life, London, 13th May 
2016. Attended in person. 
 
183 Foster, J., digital drawing made during 2nd International Conference on Music and Consciousness, Faculty of 






















                                                        
184 Double A Side Records live album launch of vinyl compilation LP ‘Play It Like A Woman’ featuring female 
singer-songwriters with proceeds going to Rape Crisis Scotland. Glad Café, Glasgow, 9th March 2019. 
 
185 Mayonnaise, Betty. Is This Music? Independent Music from Northern Britain ‘Play it like a woman’ Album 
Launch Review. (Online) Available at: https://www.isthismusic.com/play-it-like-a-woman-album-launch 














                                                        
186 Foster, J., digital drawing made at Beyond Perception ’15, Scotland’s Rural College, Aberdeenshire, 1st-4th 
September 2015. 
 
























                                                        
188 Ibid.  
 
189 Examples include ‘Gathering South Sessions’ hosted by audience volunteers in tenement flats in Glasgow’s 
southside spread solely by word-of-mouth, ‘The Close Sessions’ live music in stairwells in Glasgow, ‘Black Cab 
Sessions’ live music in taxi cabs, ‘Mahogany Sessions’ live music outdoors and international network ‘Sofar 






















                                                        
190 Foster, J., photograph of Scott, S., playing a house concert organised by word of mouth in British Columbia, 
Canada, July, 2014. 
 
























                                                        
192 Jumbo. D., in conversation with Foster. J., Sambaa K’e, Northwest Territories, Canada, NWT, 4th June 2014. 
 
193 Mackenna, T. (2011) Fail so you can take risks. Pencil on graph paper. Artist’s own collection.  
 
194 Beckett, S. (1983) Worstward Ho. New York: Grove Press. 
 
195 Beckett’s phrase links with a monthly music event named ‘Fail Better’ organised by independent promoter 
and songwriter Mark McGhee and hosted by rapper ‘Lodzilla’ in various venues across Glasgow throughout 























                                                        
196 Kintsugi in Japanese translates as ‘golden joinery’ and refers to the repair of broken pottery with a lacquer 
mixed with gold powder. 
 
197 Whitehead, A. N. quoted by Mesle, Robert. C. (2008) Process-Relational Philosophy: An Introduction to 
Alfred North Whitehead West Conshohocken, PA: Templeton Press. 
 























                                                        
199 While following an established route named ‘Freerider’, Honnold remains the only person to ascend El 





















                                                        
200 Foster. J., digital drawing of audience members listening to ‘A Musical Commons’ music event that I 
organised as part of Dundee Commons Festival, Dundee, 24th-30th August 2015. 
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201 Foster, J., digital drawing made at Beyond Perception ’15, Scotland’s Rural College, Aberdeenshire, 1st-4th 
September 2015. 
 
202 Kester. G. (2004) ‘The Eyes of the Vulgar’ in Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern 
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This drawing was made during a talk given by Tim Ingold speaking about the relationship between master and 
apprentice in craft practice. Ingold’s talk resonated with my mother’s phrase ‘our friends in history’ used to 
refer to our ancestors and teachers (these can be any form of inspiration), from whom we learn and that seem 
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Intuition and instinct are invisible faculties that have evolved through an intimacy of practice development and 
accumulation of tacit knowledge. Like a ‘ghost’ (my earlier drawing inspired by Ingold’s ‘ghost of the master’); 
intuition is not visible but sensed and therefore involves an act of trust in something that cannot be seen. 
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and political matters. As such, troubadours were a primary transmitter of information and medium for feeling, 
not dissimilar to the contemporary folk singer. 
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Tomek and Samantha Scott, 1st July, 2014. 
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workers can plant between 1500 to 4000 trees per day. Areas designated for reforestation are remote as 
described on ‘treeplanter.com’: ‘Tree planters may find themselves living in remote bush camps with daily 
helicopter support to move camp, boxes of trees, quads and planters.’ (Online) Available at: https://www.tree-
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Chan, A. 18th – 19th July 2014.  
‘There is something about return’ 
Mandy reflected, ‘it means a lot to 
visit, and a great deal more to return.’ 
When the community heard we were 
coming back, Chief Dolphus organised 
a charter plane departing from Fort 
Simpson. We just needed to get there. 
‘I’ll drive’ suggested Mandy.  
 
  
We arranged to meet at the tree 
planting camp where I was to play my 
final show on the music tour with 
Tereza Tomek and Samantha Scott. An 
outdoor gig with a supermoon 
forecast that evening. I could see the 
huge moon rising behind groups of 
young workers settling down to relax 




The camp was located in northern 
Alberta, on the border with the 
Northwest Territories. It felt like that 
last stop of the tour was leading us 
back to Sambaa K’e. After the gig, 
Mandy and I set off under the 
moonlight on a road long and straight 
like an arrow. It would be a 22hr drive 
































We found a hotel to stay, to make a 
fresh start in the morning. Setting off 
early, we entered the Northwest 
Territories and there it was, the 
beginning of the Boreal Forest. 
Uneven, untamed; ‘like a mangey 
dog’, was Mandy’s description. As we 
reached the 66th Parallel, the forest 




Overland return was a completely 
different experience from our first visit 
flying to Fort Simpson with Gavin and 
Madeline from Edmonton. This time, 
we were travelling within the land, 
enveloped by the forest on either side 




The sky was peppered with clouds, 
swooping towards us like a daytime 
aurora; we kept stopping the car to 
take in the wonder, to smell the forest. 
We broke for lunch at the only café 
the whole way, with snow shoes and 
beaver skins on the wall. A little 
gallery in the back displaying 
handmade moccasins and birch 
















































Reaching Fort Simpson, we met the 
pilot who loaded our printmaking 
supplies into the four-seater plane. 
Mandy and I were bringing materials 
to restock the Sambaa K’e Print 
Studio. We had asked print studio 
manager Carielyn Jumbo what was 
running short and had drawn up a list 
of papers and inks, lino blocks and 
carving tools that would be useful. 
 
 
From the air, the forest zoomed out to 
become a pattern, losing its smell and 
texture. Coming into view; remote, 
nestled beside the vast glistening lake 
by which the Dene community are 
named - Sambaa K’e; tucked under a 
wing of the forest.  
 
 
Madeline had stayed on at Sambaa 
K’e to continue working in the print 
studio, and Mandy and I were looking 
forward to hearing how things had 
been going. Landing on the dusty 
single airstrip, a couple of trucks were 
arriving in the distance and we could 
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instead	I	have	begun	from	the	experiences	themselves	as	they	have	unfolded from the 
practice. My insights as a practitioner	have	sought	in	these	experiences	a	group	of	key	
terms	and	ideas	which	seem	best	suited	to	open	up	aspects	of	‘creative	encounter’	for	
critical	consideration.	
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‘Roots’ team from left: filmmaker Sam Mwiraguzu, spoken-word poet and MC Joe Makangu (aka Zenga the 
Titan), visual artist Stella Phipps, musician and producer Tom Keren (aka fnuf), singer-songwriter and visual 
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